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FLOWER POWER: Thaissa Mendes, of Bartlett’s Ocean View Farm, cuts fresh black-eyed Susans
for sale. Bartlett’s devotes acres and acres of its land to flower production for cut wildflowers that
decorate hundreds of homes over the course of the summer. Black-eyed Susans, cosmos, snapdragons, lilies, zinnias and sunflowers are some of the most popular varieties they grow.

Sweet life of a beekeeper
Harsh winter
delayed 2013
spring honey
By Jen Laskey
Contributing Writer

B

eekeeper David Berry
has been conspicuously
absent from this year’s
Sustainable Nantucket Farmers & Artisans Market. Nearly
all of his fall honey sold out before the Farmers Market even
began this spring.
“I think I literally have 11
jars of honey left,” said Berry,
owner of the Nantucket Honey
Bee Company, who is still waiting for the spring harvest.
Berry lamented that the
spring honey has been very
slow to show up in his hives this
year.
“I can usually get a pretty
decent harvest by mid-July, but
I’m thinking it’ll be at least
three more weeks before I harvest,” he said a couple weeks
ago.
If you’ve been observing the
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David Berry of the Nantucket Honey Bee Company with some of
his hives which are scattered in various locations around the island from Monomoy to Madaket.
hydrangeas buzzing with bees
outside your Nantucket home
lately, it’s hard to believe that
nearly a third of the nation’s
honeybee colonies died last winter. While that figure is in keep-

ing with the dramatic honeybee
declines we’ve been hearing
about for the past six years, this
year’s loss is especially discon-
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Nantucket Sound
host to biggest
shark expedition
in U.S. history

By Jason Graziadei
I&M Staff Writer
fter several nominations
which were met by members declining to be considered for the leadership post,
longtime Historic District Commission
member
Linda
Williams was elected chair
Tuesday on a 3-2 vote.
Williams, a 15-year veteran
of the HDC, had previously
served as chairman for three
months earlier this year before
she was ousted in a controversial episode that ended with
open-meeting-law complaints, ill
will and the election of Kevin
Kuester as chair.
But Kuester resigned from
the commission in early July, citing rising antagonism toward
the HDC and its staff from attorneys, special-interest groups
and his fellow commission members. It left a vacancy that was
filled on an interim basis by
Dawn Hill-Holdgate until Tuesday evening’s election of officers.
Hill-Holdgate opened the
floor to nominations and it
began with David Barham nominating commissioner Diane
Coombs, and Coombs attempting to nominate Williams.
Coombs declined the nomination, stating she’d like to serve
as chairman, but that “I don’t
think I could do it justice,” citing
her job with the U.S. Postal
Service.
The most senior member of
the HDC, John McLaughlin,
then nominated Barham for the
chairmanship, but he also declined to be considered for the
position.
Barham then nominated
Hill-Holdgate, but she declined
as well, citing the extensive time
commitment.
The commission then voted
3-2 to elect Williams as chair,
with McLaughlin and Barham
dissenting.

Five Sections

By Lindsay Pykosz
I&M Staff Writer

T

hree high-school students
and their mentors gathered inside the Brant
Point boathouse last week to
continue their summer research
projects with Maria Mitchell Association research associate
Peter Boyce, which began last
month.
The projects, spearheaded by
Nantucket High School students Sophie Proch and Abi
Hines, and Hanover, Mass. student Mackenzie Welch, are part
of a nine-week student mentoring program funded by the annual Figawi sailboat race,
Nantucket Education Trust and
Nantucket Island Resorts that
provides scholarship money to
those who participate. Each
project will result in a final presentation to the public.
Proch and Welch took to the
water last Monday with Boyce
and intern Oliver Bender, a
Nantucket High School graduate and marine-biology student
at the University of Rhode Island, to check the progress of
their projects. Proch is measur-
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Maria Mitchell Association research associate Peter Boyce shows
high-school student Mackenzie Welch of Hanover how to use a
dissolved-oxygen logger while conducting research on Nantucket
Harbor Monday morning.

hat is being called the
largest great white
shark expedition in
U.S. history got underway Tuesday when Ocearch founding
chairman Chris Fischer and his
crew set out from Woods Hole
on a month-long effort to catch,
tag and release as many as 20
great whites.
The M/V Ocearch, a 126-foot
vessel equipped with a custombuilt hydraulic lift, will ply the
waters off Chatham, Monomoy
Island, and possibly Muskeget,
the small island west of Nantucket that is home to one of the
largest seal colonies on the East
Coast, in search of white sharks.
The crew of the M/V
Ocearch will be joined by a team
of researchers, including state
shark expert Greg Skomal, of
the Massachusetts Division of
Marine Fisheries, and Simon
Thorrold, of the Woods Hole
Oceanographic
Institution,
among many others. Fischer,
the founder and leader of the
Ocearch expedition, said the intent is to gather data on breeding, feeding, migration and
birthing patterns of white
sharks.
“The sharks are the lion of
the ocean, the great balancekeepers. And, there’s no path
forward without a path forward
for the sharks,” Fischer said. “So
we have to solve these puzzles.”
The Ocearch team is planning to take a break from the
expedition for a visit to Nan-

“The sharks are the
lion of the ocean,
the great balancekeepers. And, there’s
no path forward
without a path
forward for the
sharks. ”
– Chris Fischer
Chairman, Ocearch
tucket from Aug. 9 to 11. Fischer
is hoping to find a venue for a
public forum and a shark-naming contest on the island while
his vessel is moored in Nantucket Harbor.
The Ocearch team captures
sharks by hooking them from a
smaller vessel, which guides the
shark to the hydraulic lift on the
M/V Ocearch. The sharks are
then hauled out of the water for
15 minutes, a brief window of
time in which researchers will
take samples, including blood
and tissue, and tag them with
an accelerometer and a satellite
transponder before they are released.
The satellite tags that are attached to their dorsal fins allow
anyone with a computer or
smart phone to track the
sharks’ location in real-time on
Ocearch’s online “Global Shark
Tracker.” Anytime the sharks
break the surface of the ocean
for several minutes, their loca-
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New challenges for families
as children with autism enter
the world of adulthood
By Lindsay Pykosz
I&M Staff Writer

F

or the parents of children
who have been diagnosed
with autism, the road
ahead can be full of doubt and
uncertainty.
Stephanie Long, whose her
son Oliver recently turned 19,
has been living with that uncertainty for the past 16 years
when her son was first diagnosed as being on the autism
spectrum.
Now she has reached a critical crossroads as Oliver makes
the significant transition from
his teenage years to young
adulthood. With college on the
horizon, potential jobs and career opportunities further in the
future, and the daunting decision of where he will live, a new
series of challenges are set to
arise.
“I’m always thinking further
ahead, down the road, but that’s
the way it’s always been,” said
Long. “We just think differently
than a lot of other parents. We
struggle with the things people
take for granted.”
But Long has never taken
the Nantucket community for
granted, a group of people who
have opened their arms to
Oliver, and helped him feel welcome. Each year, the Long fam-

ily spends their summer on
Nantucket, and since Oliver
was 16, he’s been working as a
volunteer at the Maria Mitchell
Association
with Andrew
McKenna-Foster, its director of
natural science. Long said that
Oliver hopes to work in paleontology or in a museum, a passion that he may continue to
follow once he starts classes at
Dean College in Franklin, Mass.
in the fall.
But Oliver is one of the lucky
ones. For those on the autism
spectrum, it’s all about finding
their passion and running with
it, said Kim Horyn, director of
the Nantucket Autism Speaks
Resource Center.
“I do think Nantucket offers
lots of opportunities, and the
challenge is the individual
knowing where their interests
lie and finding their niche,” she
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Honey: Spring product not yet ready
(Continued from page 1A)

certing after a brief – and hopeful – decrease in losses last year.
But when the numbers came
in from beekeepers around the
country this year, those hopes
were dashed.
Back-yard beekeepers reported average losses of up to 45
percent of their colonies, according to the Bee Informed Partnership, a consortium of
scientists,
academic
researchers, epidemiologists, and
beekeepers in collaboration
with the USDA and the National Institute of Food and
Agriculture. That percentage
echoes Berry’s experience.
“Coming out of the winter is
always a big question mark,”
said Berry. “You never know
how many of your hives are
going to survive. My typical loss
ratio is somewhere around 10 to
15 percent,” he said. “This year,
for reasons that I don’t quite
understand, it was around 50
percent. But none of my hives
were without food, so the bees
didn’t starve.”
And Berry, who practices organic and sustainable beekeeping, is one of the country’s more
fortunate beekeepers. Nantucket is a relatively safe haven
for bees. The major challenges
that are believed to be causing
bee mortality across America,
such as colony collapse disorder
(CCD), large amounts of neonicotinoid pesticides, poor bee nutrition and health resulting
from harmful commercial practices, are not pervasive problems here – plus there are no
bee predators on Nantucket.
Even still, Berry’s harvest is
mysteriously behind schedule.
“As a beekeeper, you have
anecdotal observations. I think
anybody who works outside will
be able to say the same thing,”
said Berry.
“Anecdotally, I have noticed
that the spring turned quite
wet and cool this year, and I’m
sure that that has influenced
the delay in the honey.”
Berry’s business
From Monomoy to Madaket,
Berry has about 30 hives
throughout Nantucket. Like
most beekeepers on the island,
he produces two different “wildflower” honeys, which just
means that his honey is made
from a combination of the flowers that are giving nectar during the island’s two “honey
seasons,” that is, spring into
early summer and late summer
into autumn.
Spring honey is light in color
and lighter in flavor than fall
honey.
“It’s not as complex, so it has
a sweeter character to it,” said
Berry. “The fall honey tends to
be much darker in color. Instead
of being yellow or golden, it’s almost amber—or even darker
than that. And the character of
fall honey is much stronger in
flavor and has a lot more depth
to it.”
Berry points out that many
people are familiar with varietal honeys, such as clover
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The final product, island honey.
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Honeybees spill out of a hive.
honey, orange blossom honey, or
even lavender honey. With varietal honeys, the bees are collecting about 95 percent of the
nectar from those individual
blossoms, or varietals. But according to Berry, there’s not really a varietal honey here, at
least not in that sense. The only
exception, he concedes, is when
a beekeeper might be able to get
a specific bloom’s worth of
honey in a very brief period of
time, which Berry and others
have been able to do on rare occasions.
As Berry suggested, he expects his spring honey will be
ready to harvest soon. But one
can’t help but wonder: How
does he know that?
“If you’re going into your
hives fairly regularly, you can
see how much nectar is being
brought back to the hive and
what state it’s in,” he explains.
For nectar to become honey, the
water content needs to be reduced from a whopping 99 percent to a mere 18 percent.
“If it’s above 18 percent, the
honey has the potential to ferment, which the bees don’t
like – and we beekeepers who
sell honey don’t like either because it tastes horrible.”
Berry said the bees are very
sensitive and they know when
the honey is “ripe.” When it’s
ready, they cap it over with a
wax seal, which prevents exposure to air. “Being so low in
moisture content, honey is a
humectant, which means it
draws moisture to it,” said
Berry. “If it were left uncapped,
it would just continue to absorb
water.”
Berry sells his honey, along
with his honey-based lip balms
and skin salves, at the Farmers
& Artisans Market and some of
the local craft fairs. You can also
find Nantucket Honey Bee
Company’s honey at Ambrosia
Chocolates and Spices on Centre Street.
While all the buzz about bee
culture and cultivation is captivating, the sweetest part, naturally, is the honey.
As Berry points out, honey is
the only food produced by insects that people consume. It’s
also the only food that has an
indefinite shelf life – as long as
it’s maintained properly, mean-

ing that it’s not exposed to air or
moisture.
“If it’s in a sealed container,”
said Berry, “it’ll never spoil.”
It will, however, sometimes
crystallize, but that doesn’t
mean it has gone bad. You can
always gently reheat and liquefy it by placing the glass jar
in a sunny window or in the
oven at a very low temperature.
Berry enjoys his honey on
hard cheeses like Manchego. In
Italy, it’s also drizzled onto
Pecorino and Parmesan.
“I think honey on goat cheese
is also terrific,” said Berry, who
suggests having fun playing
around with the lighter spring
and darker fall honeys and different cheeses. He also recommends trying honey with nuts,
drizzling it over vanilla ice
cream or Greek yogurt, adding
it to homemade barbecue sauce,
and baking with it. But he notes
that it may be necessary to
slightly reduce the oven temperature and the measurement
amount, if you’re using honey to
replace dry sugar.
“I think one of the most enjoyable things I do with my
honey is make honey-sweetened lemonade. It’s just delicious,” he said, proudly.
“I squeeze lots of lemons and
put in a good amount of honey –
a lot more than you think you’d
need. Then, I taste it and balance the sweetness and tartness. I also like to add dried
hibiscus flowers. They turn the
lemonade really pink, so it’s like
the true pink lemonade.”
You can keep up with Berry’s
Nantucket Honey Bee Company on Facebook at www.facebook.com/NantucketHoneyBee
Co or email nantuckethoneybee@gmail.com
One last sticky note
If you’ve been paying attention to any of the news reports
about the declining bee populations in the last years, you know
that the honeybees (and other
pollinators) that are dying off at
alarming rates are essential to
maintaining a stable food supply worldwide.
Earlier this year, the European Union decided to significantly restrict the use of
neonicotinoid pesticides in an
attempt to help save their pollinator populations.
In the U.S., Congressmen
Earl Blumenauer (OR) and
John Conyers (MI) have just introduced the “Save America’s
Pollinators” Act, after an estimated 50,000 bumblebees died
in Wilsonville, Ore., last month
(the world’s largest recorded
mass bee death to date). A state
investigation suggests that a
neonicotinoid-containing insecticide sprayed on local trees was
the culprit.
The decline in bee populations and bee health is a complicated issue and one that is not
yet fully understood, even by
the experts.
But two things that are certain are that we need the bees
and the bees need help.
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